Fendall 2000™ Waste Reservoir Removal & Installation

1. Inspect the package to ensure it includes the Waste Reservoir.
2. Uninstall the old Waste Reservoir by removing the front panel. To do this first deactivate the alarm, see ALARM SHUT-OFF PROCEDURE (Below).
3. Use a screw driver or a pen to push the release button in the center of the station’s door.
4. While the button is pressed in, gently pull door open (there should be no resistance).
5. Carefully slide the nozzle out of the nozzle compartment on the front panel (let the nozzle hang in the basin below) and remove the front panel.  
6. Release the four straps coming from the cartridge (two front & two rear) from the hooks.  
7. Unscrew the Drain Spout from the bottom of the Bottom Plate of the Waste Reservoir.
8. With a screwdriver, remove the four (4) screws from the inside of the basin that hold the Waste Reservoir to the basin.  
9. Replace the old Waste Reservoir with the new reservoir and reinstall it by repeating the previous steps (6-8) in reverse order; making sure to compress the waste reservoir by pushing it upward. Be sure the straps on the cartridge are not twisted, install the straps onto the hooks, and visually inspect all four corners of the Bottom Plate, making sure they are equal in height.

WARNING: If waste reservoir is not properly compressed or if the straps are not installed into the hooks, the unit will not function properly on activation. Make sure the area underneath the Eyewash Station is kept clear.

10. Make sure the Drain Spout is closed.
11. Place the front panel back on the unit and close side panels.
12. Open the door and pull out the nozzle from the basin. Slide the nozzle into the nozzle compartment, making sure the tube is not twisted and that the small locking hub of the wire tie is facing towards the inside of the unit.

NOTE: In event of alarm activating before station is armed, see ALARM SHUT-OFF PROCEDURE (Below).

13. Close the door by pressing the center of the door and a ‘click’ will be heard confirming the nozzle is engaged.
14. Unit is now armed and ready for use.
15. In 3 days come back to the unit to check for leaks or salt residue by the nozzle and at the base of the unit to ensure proper installment.

Alarm Shut-off Procedure
1. Locate small blue button inside door of station.
2. Press and hold button for approximately 3-5 seconds until a beep is heard to disarm the alarm.
3. To rearm alarm, close station door.  ALARM IS NOW ARMED.